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ENGL 464A: Twentieth-Century Studies (3 credits) 
 
Instructor: Dr. Sarah Parry 
Section: 001 
Term: 1 
 

Reading the Material: The Vancouver Project 

 
Course Description: 
This course will introduce students to Walter Benjamin’s The Arcades Project as a philosophical and 
historical masterwork that articulated the theory and practice of dialectical materialism.  As described 
on the flyleaf of the Harvard edition, this work involved an “effort to represent and to critique the 
bourgeois experience of nineteenth century [Parisian] history and, in so doing, to liberate the 
suppressed ‘true history’ that underlay the ideological mask.”  Benjamin understood the arcades as 
architectural and ideological spaces sedimented with desire, class conflict, and a collective unconscious 
that was both historical and primal.  He examined historical events, historical figures, historical types, 
and innovations in the technology, media and art of nineteenth-century Paris in order to represent a 
material history that had been obliterated from public consciousness, but which remained legible in the 
Paris archives and in material objects and public spaces of that era.  
 
The first half of this course will introduce Benjamin’s methodology (dialectical materialism/dialectical 
montage) and critical terms that characterized his thought (dialectical image, phantasmagoria).  The 
second half of the course will apply his methodology and critical concepts to the city of 
Vancouver.  Students will write a chapter of the city’s forgotten history for their term project, focusing 
on public spaces that have been sites of ideological struggle.  These include Vancouver’s planned 
neighbourhoods (Chinatown, the Downtown Eastside, Gastown, Yaletown), its industrial 
spaces/industrial waterways, and its utopian fantasy spaces (Stanley Park, the PNE, Granville Island, 
Expo ’86).  Students may examine how a political, aboriginal, immigrant or sexual counter-culture has 
materialized in a public space during a specific period.  They may also choose to recover the city’s 
(geographic and social) pre-history or to examine an aspect of its mythology. 
 
Required Texts: 

 Benjamin, Walter.  The Arcades Project.  Cambridge, MA: Harvard UP, 1999. 

Course Requirements: 

 Participation: 10% 
 Oral Presentation (Chapter Summary): 10% 
 Oral Presentation (Term Project): 10% 
 Term Project (Dialectical Montage): 30% 
 Final Exam: 30% 


